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RODIA PRODUCTS
ROLL CODING
All Rodia rolls have a THREE digit code followed by a length
FIRST digit indicates the FILM TYPE
SECOND the ADHESIVE WIDTH
THIRD the PUNCHING CODE 1 for Vertical filing system
LENGTH is expressed in metres
eg 821-50 – Milky polyester 190um 6mm adhesive – 50 metre long

FILM TYPE
Type 3

Clear 75µm thick

Thin economical polyester strip suits drafting film and 90gsm tracing paper.

Type 6

White 125µm thick

White polyester strip can be written on

Type 8
Type 9
Type 10

Milky 190µm thick
Milky 250µm thick
Milky 350µm thick

Extremely strong films. Suitable for the filing of heavy, laminated or old plans

ADHESIVE
The adhesive used is a pure, substrate-free, rubber film with a high melting temperature and excellent aging
resistance.
It is unaffected by ultra-violet light and heat.
Standard adhesive width: 6mm (Code 1) is suitable for most light plans.
Double adhesive width: 12mm (Code 2) is preferable for old plans or heavy documents
(eg mounted maps, paste board, posters or laminates).

LENGTH
Rolls of 50, 100 or 200 metres are available according to film type.

APPLICATION
For effective long term bonding to plans and drawings:
Application must be perfect with air bubbles removed by continuous strong pressure.
Sheets must be free of grease, dirt, dust, etc.

DIVIDERS
Dividers are a must to subdivide a pack of plans.
Allow at least one subdivision per 100 sheets.
Dividers are made from thick polypropylene, 75mm wide, and come in white, blue,
red, green and yellow and are available plain or with metal index tabs evenly
staggered along the top edge.
Dividers are coded in the same way as the Suspension Strips
FIRST digit is for COLOUR, “4” for White or “5” for Colour
SECOND digit is for TYPE, “0” for Plain or “5” for metal index tags.
THIRD digit is the PUNCHING CODE 1 for Vertical filing system.
LENGTH is expressed in mm (297, 420, 594,707,841 or1000)
e.g. 451-594 white divider with tag 594mm long – 501R-841 red divider without tag 841mm long
Dividers are available cut to size: length available: 297, 420, 594, 707 and 841 (colour to be specified).
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